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   STARQUEST EASES THE PAIN AT WEARING PROTECTIVE MASKS WITH FREE FOOD 

                          WEAR IT AND GET IT – FREE FOOD-FREE MERCHANDISE, FREE PROMOTIONS WITHOUT FEAR AND ANXIETY 

Orlando, FL. September 22, 2020., STARQUEST™, a five-year-old Orlando Florida Travel Ai platform company is testing
out its Patented Earned Media Platform on Communities in the Orlando area, a first for restaurant owners, local bars,
hotels and resorts, small retailers, and travel industry-related businesses in an industry where ROI is hard to come by
when trying to gain new and to keep loyal customers.  STARQUEST never asks for any money down from its ad partners,
the  company  brings  paying  customers  directly  to  each  small  business  and  other  partners.  STARQUEST  also  drives
customer loyalty with its patented platform.  STARQUEST™ in turn enlists an army of community cadets from around the
Orlando metro area to promote STARQUEST’s small business partners with walking, running, or riding mobile billboard
platform going through essential retail  stores,  through theme parks,  resorts,  doctors’  offices, small  events,  through
communities using social distancing.    In return for influencing everywhere in Orlando, each STARQUEST ARMY Cadet
will receive from its Partners a return of thanks in the form of free mobile game apps, free food, free merchandise, and
free upgrades promotions, giving STARQUEST’s army of influencers a VIP feeling of gratitude.   

“I wanted to build a true loyalty program for the community without the anxiety of the pandemic where you can be
rewarded for wearing a mask.  It helps to save lives that will help everyone, the advertiser, and the community,” said
Gary German, founder of STARQUEST™.

To find out more how this creative platform to help folks to wear a mask that will bring unity to all involved. Visit http://
www.starquestravel.com or  on  our  support  line  at  407-669-9311.   Or  Mr.  German  via  direct  email  at
gary.german@starquest.us or gary.german@starquesttravel.com.  
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